A harmonic and natural world, invaded by the warm and fascinating colours of plants. A strong reference to the volume of trees and to their unstable perfection. Abstract geometry mixing with perfect modular shapes. Basic colours conveying quiet and pureness, but taking us back to the '60s when combined with green and violet, with more cutting.

**SELLA® Dyes**

- **BEAD**
  - PANTONE® TPX 19-2434
  - 3.3% SELLA® FAST Red 2B
  - 0.4% SELLA® FAST F

- **SPHERE**
  - PANTONE® TPX 16-0954
  - 2.2% SELLASET® Yellow H
  - 0.4% SELLA® FAST Olive 2G

- **DISK**
  - PANTONE® TPX 16-0235
  - 3.0% SELLASET® Yellow 4GL
  - 0.5% SELLA® FAST Green GM

- **SPIRAL**
  - PANTONE® TPX 18-0950
  - 1.4% SELLA® STAR Havana
  - 0.9% SELLA® FAST Tobacco

- **POINT**
  - PANTONE® TPX 15-0522
  - 1.2% SELLA® FAST Beige GL
  - 0.5% SELLA® FAST Olive 2G

- **CIRCLE**
  - PANTONE® TPX 16-1443
  - 1.2% SELLA® FAST Orange GSN
  - 0.7% SELLA® STAR Copper

- **WHEEL**
  - PANTONE® TPX 16-1054
  - 3.5% SELLA® FAST Orange 2GC
  - 0.5% SELLA® FAST Brown HH 150%

- **BALL**
  - PANTONE® TPX 18-1441
  - 2.0% SELLA® STAR Copper
  - 0.5% SELLA® FAST Bordeaux RVN